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A unified framework for high-order numerical discretizations

of variational inequalities

Jad Dabaghi∗ Guillaume Delay∗

October 16, 2020

Abstract

We present in this work a unified framework for elliptic variational inequalities that
gathers several problems in contact mechanics like the unilateral contact of one or two
membranes or the Signorini problem. We study a family of Galerkin numerical schemes
that discretize this framework. We prove the well-posedness of the discrete problem and we
show that it is equivalent to a saddle-point mixed formulation containing complementarity
constraints. To solve the nonlinear problem, we employ a semismooth Newton method
and prove local convergence properties. The abstract framework is then applied to the
discretization of the unileteral contact between two membranes. We propose to discretize
this problem with a finite element (FEM), a discontinuous Galerkin (dG), and a hybrid
high-order (HHO) methods. We also adapt the semismooth Newton algorithm, including a
static condensation procedure for the HHO method. Finally, we run numerical experiments
for the FEM and HHO discretizations and compare their behavior.

Keywords: variational inequalities, complementarity conditions, semismooth Newton method,
finite elements, discontinuous Galerkin, hybrid high-order method, static condensation.

1 Introduction

In the present study, we are interested in solving numerically a wide class of variational inequal-
ities. The abstract framework that we use can be applied to several problems for instance in
contact mechanics, see Section 1.2. Our goal is to develop a class of numerical schemes that can
approximate this abstract framework. Numerical simulations are then considered for one of the
examples given and two numerical schemes are compared.

1.1 Variational inequalities

Let rV and rΛ be two Hilbert spaces equipped respectively with the scalar products p¨, ¨q
rV and

p¨, ¨q
rΛ. Let V be a Hilbert subspace of rV and V g :“ tgu ` V be an affine subspace of rV for

some element g P rV . As written below, g aims at representing Dirichlet boundary data. For
any Hilbert space X, its corresponding dual space is denoted by X 1 and the duality pairing is
denoted by x¨, ¨yX1,X . Let us consider a cone Λ Ă rΛ. This means that there exists qΛ Ă prΛq1 such
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that Λ “
!

χ P rΛ s.t. xµ, χy
prΛq1,rΛ ě 0 @µ P qΛ

)

. The set Λ is clearly a nonempty closed convex

set of rΛ. Let Φ : rV Ñ rΛ be a continuous linear and surjective mapping. Let Kg be the closed
convex set of V g defined by

Kg :“ tv P V g s.t. Φpvq ´Ψ P Λu ,

where Ψ is a given element of rΛ. We further assume that Kg is nonempty. In practice, this
assumption is fulfilled under some compatibility conditions on g and Ψ (see for instance prob-
lems (2) and (3) below).

Let a : rV ˆ rV Ñ R be a continuous bilinear form that is coercive on V ˆV and ` : rV Ñ R be
a continuous linear form. We are interested in the following variational inequality: Find u P Kg
such that

apu, v ´ uq ě `pv ´ uq, @v P Kg. (1)

This problem is well posed as a result of the Lions–Stampacchia theorem, see [1, Theorem 2.1]
or [2, Theorem 5.6]. Furthermore, it belongs to the wide range of variational inequalities of the
first kind [3, 4, 5] and can be used to model several contact problems as we see in the next
section.

1.2 Motivations

Let Ω Ă R2 be a smooth connected domain. We denote by p¨, ¨qΩ the L2-scalar product on Ω.
Let us now give several applications of the abstract framework given above.

Obstacle problem: the unknown u represents the displacement of an elastic membrane
that cannot penetrate a lower obstacle. We look for the solution of the following problem:
Find u P Kg :“ tv P H1pΩq s.t. v “ g on BΩ, and Φpvq :“ v ě Ψ a.e. in Ωu such that

p∇u,∇pv ´ uqqΩ ě pf, v ´ uqΩ, @v P Kg, (2)

where Ψ P H1pΩq represents the position of the lower obstacle and g P H1{2pBΩq is a Dirich-
let boundary datum for u. They fulfill the compatibility condition Ψ ď g on BΩ in order
to ensure that Kg is nonempty. Moreover, f P L2pΩq represents a force acting on the mem-

brane. Note that in this example Φ : rV :“ H1pΩq Ñ rΛ :“ H1pΩq is the identity function and
Λ :“

 

v P H1pΩq s.t. v ě 0 a.e. in Ω
(

. More details about this model can be found e.g. in [4].
Scalar Signorini problem: the boundary of the domain is partitioned as BΩ “ Γ1YΓ2YΓ3.

Dirichlet boundary conditions, Neumann boundary conditions and unilateral contact boundary
conditions are respectively imposed on Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 to the unknown u that represents the
position of an elastic membrane. The scalar Signorini problem reads:
Find u P Kg :“ tv P H1pΩq s.t. v “ g on Γ1, and Φpvq :“ v ě Ψ a.e. on Γ3u such that

p∇u,∇pv ´ uqqΩ ě pf, v ´ uqΩ, @v P Kg, (3)

where g P H1{2pΓ1q, Ψ P H1{2pΓ3q and f P L2pΩq. Here, Φ : rV :“ H1pΩq Ñ rΛ :“ H1{2pΓ3q is the
trace application and Λ :“

 

v P H1{2pΓ3q s.t. v ě 0 a.e. on Γ3

(

. We refer e.g. to [6] for a study
of such a problem.

Contact between two membranes: two membranes are located one above the other and
cannot penetrate each other. The unknown u :“ pu1, u2q is a vector that represents at every
point of Ω the position of the two membranes. The problem reads:
Find u P Kg :“

 

v :“ pv1, v2q P H
1
g1pΩq ˆH

1
g2pΩq s.t. Φpvq :“ v1 ´ v2 ě 0 a.e. in Ω

(

such that

2
ÿ

α“1

µαp∇uα,∇pvα ´ uαqqΩ ě
2
ÿ

α“1

pfα, vα ´ uαqΩ, @v P Kg, (4)
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where pf1, f2q P pL
2pΩqq2 represents the surfacic forces acting on the two membranes and µ1,

µ2 are positive coefficients representing the tensions of the membranes. Moreover, pg1, g2q P

pH1{2pBΩqq2 denotes the boundary datum for u fulfilling g1 ě g2. We used the compact notation

H1
gαpΩq :“

 

v P H1pΩq s.t. v “ gα on BΩ
(

for α P t1, 2u. Here Φ : rV :“ pH1pΩqq2 Ñ rΛ :“ H1pΩq
corresponds at each point of Ω to the signed distance function between the two membranes and
Λ :“

 

v P H1pΩq s.t. v ě 0 a.e. in Ω
(

. For further information about this problem, the reader
can report for instance to [7, 8].

Vector Signorini problem: the boundary of the domain is partitioned as BΩ “ Γ1YΓ2YΓ3.
A structure is clamped on Γ1 (Dirichlet boundary conditions), it has a force acting on it on Γ2

(Neumann boundary conditions) and it fulfills a unilateral contact on Γ3. The goal is to find the
displacement u of the structure knowing the displacement of the boundary on Γ1 and the forces
acting on Γ2. It reads:
Find u P Kg :“ tv P pH1pΩqq2 s.t. v “ g on Γ1, and Φpvq :“ v ¨ n ď 0 a.e. on Γ3u such that

pσpuq, εpv ´ uqqΩ ě pf ,v ´ uqΩ ` pgN ,v ´ uqΓ2
, @v P Kg, (5)

where εpvq :“
1

2

`

∇v `∇vT
˘

and σpvq :“ Kεpvq are respectively the strain and stress tensors

associated to the displacement v with K the forth-order symmetric elasticity tensor. Moreover,
g P pH1{2pΓ1qq

2 and gN P pL
2pΓ2qq

2 are respectively Dirichlet and Neumann boundary data and

f P pL2pΩqq2 is a volumic force acting on the structure. In this case, the mapping Φ : rV :“

pH1pΩqq2 Ñ rΛ :“ H1{2pΓ3q is the normal trace on Γ3 and Λ :“
 

v P H1{2pΓ3q s.t. v ď 0 a.e. in Γ3

(

.
Such a problem has been studied for instance in [9].

Remark 1.1 (Boundary data). Note that in the previous problems, g (or g) denotes the Dirichlet
boundary data while in our abstract setting g is an element of the solution space (in fact we
consider a lifting of those boundary data).

1.3 Scientific context

The numerical approximation of variational inequalities has been studied mainly in the context of
the obstacle problem (2). Piecewise affine finite elements have been considered in several works,
see [10, 11, 12] for a priori analysis and [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] for a posteriori analysis. Discontinuous
Galerkin (dG) methods [18, 19, 20] and hybrid high-order (HHO) methods [21] have also been
considered to solve the obstacle problem.

The other problems given in Section 1.2 have also been studied. The scalar Signorini problem
has been discretized using e.g. finite elements [6], finite volumes [22] and the HHO method [23].
The contact between two membranes has been studied in [7, 8, 24, 25] using finite elements. The
vector Signorini problem (5) has been studied with the finite element method (FEM) [26, 9, 27],
with the dG method [28], and with the HHO method [29].

Among these works, piecewise quadratic elements are considered in [11, 12, 30, 6, 20, 27, 29,
21] and arbitrary high order elements are studied in [26, 17, 25, 23]. The arbitrary high-order
method we develop in the present work is inspired by [25].

Several strategies could be employed to solve the discretized nonlinear problem arising from
any of these methods. We mention the interior point method [31], the active set strategy [32]
and the primal-dual active set strategy [33, 34]. In the present work we consider a semismooth
Newton method [35, 36, 37, 38, 39].
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1.4 Mixed formulation

Let us define the continuous bilinear form b : rV ˆ prΛq1 Ñ R by

bpv, χq :“ xχ,Φpvqy
prΛq1,rΛ, @v P rV , @χ P prΛq1. (6)

We also define the adjoint cone to Λ by

pΛ :“ tχ P prΛq1 s.t. xχ, µy
prΛq1,rΛ ě 0 @µ P Λu. (7)

We can study the mixed problem: Find pu, λq P V g ˆ pΛ such that

apu, vq ´ bpv, λq “ `pvq, @v P V, (8a)

bpu, χ´ λq ě xχ´ λ,Ψy
prΛq1,rΛ, @χ P pΛ. (8b)

One can view λ P pΛ as a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint Φpuq ´ Ψ P Λ. It is standard
to show that (8) rewrites as the following system of variational equalities with complementarity

constraints: Find pu, λq P V g ˆ pΛ such that

apu, vq ´ bpv, λq “ `pvq, @v P V, (9a)

Φpuq ´Ψ P Λ, λ P pΛ, xλ,Φpuq ´Ψy
prΛq1,rΛ “ 0. (9b)

Any solution to (8) is also solution to (1). Note however that the converse is not necessarily true
in the general case but can be proven if we consider more regular data (see for instance [7, 8] for
the contact between two membranes).

1.5 Outline of the article

This contribution is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a discretization of the mixed
problem (8) and we prove the well-posedness of the resulting nonlinear discretized problem. This
problem is then rewritten under an algebraic formulation containing complementarity constraints.
In Section 3, we introduce a semismooth Newton method to compute the numerical solution
of the underlying nonlinear algebraic formulation. We also discuss convergence properties of
that semismooth Newton method. We give in Section 4 several applications of our abstract
framework: we discretize the elliptic contact problem between two membranes (4) with several
numerical schemes. The results of Section 2 thus guarantee the well-posedness of these methods.
In Section 5, we perform numerical simulations for this problem using two different schemes
(FEM and HHO). Their behavior are then compared.

2 The nonlinear discretized problem

In this section, we mimic the framework of Section 1.1 to give a discretized variational inequality.
We then propose a mixed formulation associated to this variational inequality. Furthermore, we
prove the equivalence of these two problems. We then write the associated algebraic formulation.

2.1 Discrete variational inequality

In this section, for every space or operator X introduced in Section 1.1, we denote by Xh its
discrete analogue. Let rVh and rΛh be two finite dimensional Hilbert spaces respectively equipped
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with the scalar products p¨, ¨q
rVh

and p¨, ¨q
rΛh

. Let Vh and pVh be linear subspaces of rVh such that

rVh “ Vh‘ pVh and V gh :“ tghu` Vh be an affine subspace of rVh where gh P pVh. Here the notation

‘ stands for the direct sum between the spaces Vh and pVh. The linear mapping Φh : rVh Ñ rΛh
is assumed to be surjective. Let Λh Ă rΛh be a cone, i.e. there exists qΛh Ă rΛh such that
Λh “ tχh P rΛh s.t. pχh, µhqrΛh ě 0 @µh P qΛhu. Moreover we assume that

χh P ΦhppVhq ðñ pχh P Λh and ´ χh P Λhq, (10)

SpanpΛhq “ rΛh. (11)

Remark 2.1. In the sequel, pVh is the linear space generated by all the Lagrange basis functions
associated to nodes where Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed. The assumption (10) then
means that the unilateral constraint is relaxed on the Dirichlet boundary nodes and that it is
relaxed only on those nodes. The solution will still statisfy the constraints since the Dirichlet
conditions are strongly imposed on the elements of Kgh (see below). The assumption (11) means
that the constraint is always unilateral, i.e. we never impose the elements of Λh to be 0-valued
anywhere.

We define the discrete analogue to Kg by

Kgh :“ tvh P V
g
h s.t. Φhpvhq ´Ψh P Λhu. (12)

It is obviously a nonempty closed convex set of V gh where Ψh is a given element of rΛh. The

bilinear form ah : rVhˆ rVh Ñ R is assumed to be continuous on rVhˆ rVh and coercive on VhˆVh.
The linear form `h : rVh Ñ R is continuous.

We consider the following approximation to problem (1): Find uh P Kgh such that

ahpuh, vh ´ uhq ě `hpvh ´ uhq, @vh P Kgh. (13)

According to the Lions–Stampacchia theorem, the variational inequality (13) admits a unique
solution.

2.2 Discrete mixed problem

Let us write a discrete mixed formulation associated to (13). Let bh : rVh ˆ rΛh Ñ R be the
bilinear form defined by

bhpvh, χhq :“ pΦhpvhq, χhqrΛh , @vh P rVh, @χh P rΛh. (14)

We also define the adjoint cone of Λh:

pΛh :“ tχh P rΛh s.t. pχh, µhqrΛh ě 0 @µh P Λhu. (15)

This adjoint cone has been used for instance in the numerical discretization of the unilateral
contact between two membranes with Lagrange finite elements [24, 25] and with discontinuous

Galerkin methods [18] for the obstacle problem. In the sequel, for any set Xh Ă rΛh, XKh denotes

its orthogonal space in rΛh with respect to the scalar product p¨, ¨q
rΛh

.

Lemma 1. We have the following characterizations for the cones Λh and pΛh:

Λh “
!

vh P rΛh s.t. pvh, µhqrΛh ě 0 @µh P pΛh

)

, (16)

pΛh “
!

χh P pΦhppVhqq
K s.t. pµh, χhqrΛh ě 0 @µh P Λh X ΦhpVhq

)

. (17)
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Proof. For the proof of these characterizations, the reader can report to Section 2.3. They are a
consequence of (25)–(26).

We propose the following discretization to the mixed problem (8): Find puh, λhq P V
g
h ˆ

pΛh
such that

ahpuh, vhq ´ bhpvh, λhq “ `hpvhq, @vh P Vh, (18a)

bhpuh, χh ´ λhq ě pΨh, χh ´ λhqrΛh , @χh P pΛh. (18b)

We now show that the discrete variational inequality (13) is equivalent to the discrete mixed
problem (18).

Theorem 2. If uh P Kgh is the solution to (13) then there exists a unique λh P pΛh such that
puh, λhq is a solution to (18); conversely if puh, λhq is a solution to (18) then uh P Kgh and uh is
the unique solution to (13).

Corollary 3. Problem (18) is well-posed.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let puh, λhq P V
g
h ˆ

pΛh be a solution to (18). According to the definition

of pΛh, for all χh P pΛh we have λh ` χh P pΛh. We then test (18b) with λh ` χh and get

@χh P pΛh, bhpuh, χhq ě pΨh, χhqrΛh , which implies uh P Kgh by virtue of (16). Furthermore, testing

equation (18b) with χh “ 0 P pΛh gives ´bhpuh, λhq ě ´pΨh, λhqrΛh and since λh P pΛh, for all

vh P Kgh, we have as a result of (16), bhpvh, λhq ě pΨh, λhqrΛh . Then @vh P Kgh, bhpvh´uh, λhq ě 0.
Testing (18a) with vh ´ uh P Vh we get

ahpuh, vh ´ uhq ´ `hpvh ´ uhq “ bhpvh ´ uh, λhq ě 0, @vh P Kgh,

which shows that uh is the solution to (13).
Conversely, if uh P Kgh is the solution to (13), we uniquely define Ah P Vh such that

pAh, zhq rVh “ ´`hpzhq ` ahpuh, zhq, @zh P Vh. (19)

Then, @vh P Kgh, uh ´ vh P Vh and we have

pAh, uh ´ vhq rVh “ ´`hpuh ´ vhq ` ahpuh, uh ´ vhq ď 0, @vh P Kgh. (20)

Let us define the mapping rΦh : Vh Ñ ΦhpVhq Ă rΛh such that for all vh P Vh, rΦhpvhq :“ Φhpvhq.

We also define rΦ˚h : pΦhppVhqq
K Ñ pV Kh such that for all vh P Vh and all wh P pΦhppVhqq

K,

pvh, rΦ
˚
hpwhqqrΛh :“ prΦhpvhq, whqrΛh . We can prove that KerprΦhq

K “ V Kh ` ImprΦ˚hq.

Now, for every χh P KerprΦhq Ă Vh, we can test (20) with vh “ uh ˘ χh P Kgh and we get for

every χh P KerprΦhq, pAh, χhq rVh “ 0. Hence, Ah P KerprΦhq
K “ ImprΦ˚hq ` V

K
h . Then, there exist

λh P ΦhppVhq
K Ă rΛh and v̂h P V

K
h such that Ah “ rΦ˚hpλhq ` v̂h. Considering equation (19) we

then have

ahpuh, zhq ´ `hpzhq “ prΦ
˚
hpλhq, zhq rVh “ bhpzh, λhq, @zh P Vh.

Then puh, λhq satisfies (18a) and according to (13), we have

bhpvh ´ uh, λhq ě 0, @vh P Kgh. (21)
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It remains to show that λh P pΛh and that (18b) is valid. For all µh P ΛhXΦhpVhq, Dvµ P Vh such
that Φhpvµq :“ µh. Next, Φhpuh ` vµq ´Ψh “ pΦhpuhq ´Ψhq ` µh P Λh and then uh ` vµ P Kgh.
Besides, testing (21) with vh “ uh ` vµ we get @µh P Λh X ΦhpVhq, pµh, λhqrΛh ě 0 and thus

with (17) it yields λh P pΛh.

In a similar way, there exist vΨ P Vh and pΨh P ΦhppVhq such that ΦhpvΨq ` pΨh :“ Ψh. And

since ΦhpvΨ ` ghq ´ Ψh “ ´pΨh ` Φhpghq P ΦhppVhq Ă Λh by assumption (10), we then have

vΨ ` gh P Kgh. We test (21) with vh “ vΨ ` gh and get bhpgh ´ uh, λhq ě ´pΨh ´ pΨh, λhqrΛh .

Since λh P pΦhppVhqq
K, we have

bhp´uh, λhq ě ´pΨh, λhqrΛh . (22)

Then, since uh P Kgh, the definition (15) yields

bhpuh, χhq ě pΨh, χhqrΛh , @χh P pΛh. (23)

Combining (22) and (23) we get (18b). Hence, puh, λhq is solution to (18).
We have proved the equivalence between the two problems. Let us now prove that λh is

unique. Assume that puh, λhq and puh, µhq are two solutions to (18). Then (18a) gives 0 “
bhpvh, λh ´ µhq “ pvh,Φ

˚
hpλh ´ µhqq rVh for all vh P Vh, where Φ˚h is the adjoint of Φh. Moreover,

according to (17), bhpvh, λh ´ µhq “ 0 for all vh P pVh. Then, Φ˚hpλh ´ µhq “ 0.

Now, as ImpΦhq “ rΛh, KerpΦ˚hq “ ImpΦhq
K “ t0u, Φ˚h is invertible and λh “ µh.

Remark 2.2 (Consistency). In the present work we do not study the consistency of the scheme.
This study is difficult to make in our general framework. Moreover, as we will see in Section 4,
the discrete cones are nonconforming to the continuous ones (even for finite elements). This
makes the consistency analysis even harder. The consistency will then be studied numerically
only through the convergence of the schemes (see Section 5).

We observe that (18b) is equivalent to Φhpuhq´Ψh P Λh and pΦhpuhq ´Ψh, λhqrΛh “ 0. This

can be proven by evaluating (18b) with χh “ λh ` µh (@µh P pΛh), χh “ 2λh and χh “ 0 and
using Lemma 1.

Therefore, system (18) rewrites as the following system of discrete equations with comple-

mentarity constraints: Find puh, λhq P V
g
h ˆ

rΛh such that

ahpuh, vhq ´ bhpvh, λhq “ `hpvhq, @vh P Vh, (24a)

Φhpuhq ´Ψh P Λh, λh P pΛh, pΦhpuhq ´Ψh, λhqrΛh “ 0. (24b)

2.3 Algebraic formulation

In this section, we rewrite system (24) under an algebraic formulation. For this purpose, we

construct a basis pΓlq1ďlďm5 of rΛh such that Λh can be written as

Λh “

#

ÿ

1ďiďm‹

aiΓi `
ÿ

m‹ăiďm5

biΓi s.t. @i P r1,m‹s, ai ě 0 and @i P rm‹ ` 1,m5s, bi P R

+

, (25)

where m‹ :“ dimpΦhpVhqq and m5 :“ dimprΛhq.

Let us now comment on why such a basis exists. Let pΓlqm‹ălďm5 be a basis of ΦhppVhq.
According to assumption (10), all these vectors belong to Λh. Moreover, as a consequence
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of (11), there exists a family pγlq1ďlďm‹ of vectors of Λh such that ppγlq1ďlďm‹ , pΓlqm‹ălďm5q

is a basis of rΛh. For all 1 ď l ď m‹, γl “ γ̃l ` γ̂l where γ̂l P ΦhppVhq and γ̃l P ΦhpVhq and
we set Γl :“ γ̃l. The family pΓlq1ďlďm‹ is then a basis of ΦhpVhq and pΓlq1ďlďm5 is a basis

of rΛh. Moreover, the identity (25) is a consequence of assumptions (10)–(11) and the way we
constructed the family.

Let pξlq1ďlďm5 be the dual basis of pΓlq1ďlďm5 , i.e. we have pξi,ΓjqrΛh :“ δij where δij is the
Kronecker delta. We can then prove that

pΛh “

#

ÿ

1ďiďm‹

aiξi s.t. @i P r1,m‹s, ai ě 0

+

. (26)

Now let pφlq1ďlďm# be a basis of Vh. We decompose uh “ u0
h ` gh (with gh P pVh) and we

denote by X1h P Rm#

the vector of the components of u0
h in the basis pφlq1ďlďm# . We also

denote by X3h P Rm‹ the vector of the components of λh in the family pξlq1ďlďm‹ (see (26)).

We use the compact notation Xh :“ rX1h,X3hs P Rm#
`m‹ . The vector Ψh P rΛh can be

decomposed as Ψh “ rΨh ` pΨh with rΨh P ΦhpVhq and pΨh P ΦhppVhq. We denote by Ψh P Rm‹

the vector of the components of rΨh in the basis pΓlq1ďlďm‹ . The problem (24) reads: Find

Xh :“ rX1h,X3hs P Rm
#
`m‹ such that

EXh “ F , (27a)

BTX1h ´Ψh ě 0, X3h ě 0,
`

BTX1h ´Ψh

˘

¨X3h “ 0. (27b)

Here, E P Rm#,m#
`m‹ is a rectangular block matrix having the following structure

E :“ r A ´ B s ,

where the matrices A P Rm#,m#

and B P Rm#,m‹ are defined by

Al,k :“ ahpφk, φlq, Bk,j :“ bhpφk, ξjq, @1 ď j ď m‹, @1 ď l, k ď m#. (28)

The right-hand side vector F P Rm#

is defined by

Fk :“ `hpφkq ´ ahpgh, φkq, @1 ď k ď m#.

Note that (27b) is a consequence of (24b), (25) and (26).

3 Semismooth Newton method

In the present work, we consider a semismooth Newton algorithm to solve the nonlinear prob-
lem (27). We first present the method and then prove local convergence properties.

3.1 Presentation of the semismooth Newton method

Let us recall the definition of the class of complementarity functions (or C-functions).

Definition 4. We say that a function f : Rm ˆ Rm Ñ Rm, m ě 1 is a C-function if

@px,yq P Rm ˆ Rm, fpx,yq “ 0 ðñ x ě 0, y ě 0, x ¨ y “ 0. (29)
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Possible C-functions are the min and the Fischer–Burmeister functions given by

pmin px,yqql :“ min pxl,ylq , and pfFB px,yqql :“
b

x2
l ` y2

l ´ pxl ` ylq , l P r1,ms , (30)

see also [36, 37, 40] and the references therein for further information about C-functions. Note
that the min function is not differentiable for x “ y and the fFB function is not differentiable
in p0,0q. Such C-functions are used to transform (27b) into algebraic equalities. Let C̃ be any
C-function, we can then use Definition 4 to write

C̃pBTX1h´Ψh,X3hq “ 0

ðñ BTX1h ´Ψh ě 0, X3h ě 0, and
`

BTX1h ´Ψh

˘

¨X3h “ 0.

We introduce the function C : Rm‹`m#

Ñ Rm‹ defined by CpXhq :“ C̃pBTX1h ´ Ψh,X3hq.
Problem (27) can then be equivalently rewritten as:

EXh “ F ,

CpXhq “ 0.
(31)

Note that since C̃ is not necessarily Fréchet differentiable at every point, we cannot use
the standard results concerning the Newton algorithm. However, the weaker regularity of the
C-functions that are locally Lipschitz can be still enough to prove convergence properties for
the semismooth Newton algorithm (see Section 3.2). The proof is similar to the one of the
convergence of the classical Newton method but with the Clarke subdifferential (or generalized
Jacobian of C) instead of its classical Jacobian. In particular, when all the elements of the Clarke
subdifferential are invertible, the Clarke subdifferential is said to be regular [37, Chapter 7]. The
semismooth Newton algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. We denote by } ¨ }2 the `2-norm, i.e.

@m P N˚, @X P Rm, }X}22 :“
m
ÿ

l“1

pXlq
2.

Algorithm 1 Semismooth Newton algorithm

1. Choose an initial vector X0
h P Rm‹`m#

and set k “ 1. Let εlin ą 0 be a fixed (small)
parameter.

while

›

›

›

›

ˆ

F ´ EXk
h

CpXk
hq

˙
›

›

›

›

2

ě εlin

›

›

›

›

ˆ

F ´ EX0
h

CpX0
hq

˙
›

›

›

›

2

do

2. For k ě 1, Xk´1
h is given. Compute the Jacobian matrix “in the sense of Clarke”

Jk´1 P Rm‹`m#,m‹`m#

and the right-hand side vector Bk´1 P Rm‹`m#

respectively by

Jk´1 :“

„

E
JCpX

k´1
h q



, Bk´1 :“

„

F

JCpX
k´1
h qXk´1

h ´ CpXk´1
h q



. (32)

Here, JC is the generalized Jacobian of C.

3. Find Xk
h P Rm

#
`m‹ as the solution of the linear system

Jk´1Xk
h “ Bk´1. (33)

end while
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3.2 The case of the min function : convergence properties

In this section, the C-function considered is the min function given in (30). The Clarke subdif-

ferential JCpXq of C at point X :“ rX1,X3s
T

can be computed in the following way. First, we

construct the following block matrices K :“
“

BT ,0
‰

P Rm‹,m‹`m#

and G :“ r0, Ids P Rm
‹,m‹`m#

,
where Id denotes the identity matrix. Then, the lth row of the Jacobian matrix JCpXq is either
given by the lth row of K if

`

BTX1 ´Ψh

˘

l
ď pX3ql or the lth row of G if pX3ql ă

`

BTX1 ´Ψh

˘

l
for 1 ď l ď m‹. We provide in this section a local convergence result for the semismooth Newton
Algorithm (Algorithm 1) when the C-function min is employed.

Theorem 5. Let C̃ be the C-function min defined in (30). Then Algorithm 1 is well defined.
Moreover, if the first guess X0

h is close enough to the solution X˚
h to the nonlinear system (31),

then the sequence
`

Xk
h

˘

kě1
converges to X˚

h with a finite number of semismooth iterations and
the local convergence is quadratic.

Proof. Let us first prove that there exists a unique solution to (32)–(33) for every Xk´1
h P

Rm#
`m‹ given. Since it is a finite dimensional square system, existence of a solution for every

right-hand side is equivalent to uniqueness of this solution. Let

A :“
 

i P r1,m‹s s.t.
`

BTXk´1
1h ´Ψh

˘

i
ď
`

Xk´1
3h

˘

i

(

,

and Ac its complementarity set in r1,m‹s.

Let X :“ rX1,X3s P Rm#
`m‹ be the solution to the problem (33) with no right-hand side,

i.e.

AX1 ´ BX3 “ 0,

JCpX
k´1
h qX “ 0.

(34)

We want to prove that X “ 0. The relation JCpX
k´1
h qX “ 0 implies that @i P A, pBTX1qi “ 0

and @j P Ac, pX3qj “ 0 (see the construction of JC at the beginning of Section 3.2). Then we
have

XT
3 BTX1 “

ÿ

iPA
pX3qi

`

BTX1

˘

i
`

ÿ

jPAc
pX3qj

`

BTX1

˘

j
“ 0. (35)

Multiplying the first line of (34) by XT
1 and employing (35) we obtain XT

1 AX1 “ 0. Since ah is
coercive on Vh ˆ Vh, the matrix A is positive definite and then we have X1 “ 0.

Let us set λ̃h :“
ř

1ďiďm‹pX3qiξi P rΛh the function associated to X3. Moreover, pBX3qj “

pλ̃h,ΦhpφjqqrΛh and since pΓiq1ďiďm‹ is a basis of ΦhpVhq, for all i P r1,m‹s, there exists vΓi P Vh

such that ΦhpvΓiq :“ Γi. Then BX3 “ 0 implies that @i P r1,m‹s, 0 “ pλ̃h,ΦhpvΓiqqrΛh
“

pλ̃h,ΓiqrΛh “ pX3qi. Then X3 “ 0.
This proves that all Jacobian matrices of the Clarke subdifferential are invertible and thus

the latter is regular. Moreover, Algorithm 1 is well defined at every step.

Furthermore, since the C-function min is Lipschitz around Xk´1
h P Rm#

`m‹ , there exists
K ą 0 such that (see [37, Lemma 7.5.2])

sup
XPRm#`m‹

max
!

|}JCpXq}| ,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

›

›

›
rJCpXqs

´1
›

›

›

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

)

ď K, (36)

where |}¨}| stands for the usual matrix norm: for any matrix H P Rm‹,m‹`m#

,

|}H}| “ sup
Y PRm

‹`m#
, Y ‰0

}HY }2
}Y }2

.
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We now prove the local quadratic convergence of the algorithm. Solving (33) is equivalent

to computing Xk
h :“ Xk´1

h `Dk
h where Dk

h :“
“

Dk
1h,D

k
3h

‰

P Rm#
`m‹ is the solution to the

problem

Jk´1Dk
h “ ´

ˆ

EXk´1
h ´ F

CpXk´1
h q

˙

.

We denote by X˚
h the solution to the nonlinear system (27). According to (33), for k ě 1,

we have EXk
h “ F . We then have for all k ě 2

Xk
h ´X˚

h “Xk´1
h ´X˚

h ´
“

Jk´1
‰´1

ˆ

0

CpXk´1
h q

˙

“ ´
“

Jk´1
‰´1

„ˆ

0

CpXk´1
h q ´ CpX˚

h q

˙

´ Jk´1
`

Xk´1
h ´X˚

h

˘



. (37)

Since the min function is strongly semismooth [37, Definition 7.4.2], when Xk´1
h is close enough

to X˚
h , we have

›

›CpXk´1
h q ´ CpX˚

h q ´ JCpX
k´1
h qpXk´1

h ´X˚
h q
›

›

2
ď K

›

›Xk´1
h ´X˚

h

›

›

2

2
, (38)

where K ą 0 is given in (36). Observe that for k ě 2

Jk´1
`

Xk´1
h ´X˚

h

˘

“

ˆ

0

JCpX
k´1
h qpXk´1

h ´X˚
h q

˙

.

Using (37), (36) and (38) we get

›

›Xk
h ´X˚

h

›

›

2
ď

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

›

›

›

“

JCpX
k´1
h q

‰´1
›

›

›

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

›

›CpXk´1
h q ´ CpX˚

h q ´ JCpX
k´1
h qpXk´1

h ´X˚
h q
›

›

2

ď K2
›

›Xk´1
h ´X˚

h

›

›

2

2
,

and we get quadratic convergence.
We end this proof by recalling that there is only a finite set of possible matrices for J. Then

if the algorithm converges, it does in a finite number of steps.

3.3 Inexact resolution of the linear algebraic system

Solving (33) with a direct method can be expensive. An alternative is to employ an inexact
Newton algorithm (see [41, 42, 43]) which is a popular approach to speed up the convergence.
Suppose thus that some iterative algebraic solver is applied to the linearized system (33). Given

an initial vector Xk,0
h P Rm#

`m‹ , often taken as Xk,0
h :“ Xk´1

h , this yields on step i ě 1 an

approximation Xk,i
h to Xk

h satisfying

Jk´1Xk,i
h “ Bk´1 ´Rk,i

h , (39)

where Rk,i
h :“ Bk´1´ Jk´1Xk,i

h P Rm#
`m‹ is the algebraic residual vector. The algebraic solver

can be stopped when the relative algebraic residual satisfies

›

›

›
Rk,i
h

›

›

›

2
ď ηk ˆ

›

›

›
Bk´1 ´ Jk´1Xk,0

h

›

›

›

2
. (40)

Here, ηk is called the “forcing term”. We refer to [44] for more details.
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4 Application to the discretization of the contact problem
between two membranes

In this section, we discretize the contact problem between two membranes, see (4). Several
schemes fulfilling the framework of Sections 2–3 are provided. We first present the continuous
problem and then we give the discretization of this problem with FEM, dG and HHO. Finally,
a static condensation procedure is proposed to speed up the resolution with the HHO method.

4.1 Continuous setting

In this section, we introduce the continuous problem and the associated unknowns and functional
spaces. We are interested in solving the problem (4) with the method developed in Sections 2–3.
Let Ω Ă R2 be a polygonal domain. The unknowns are the displacements u :“ pu1, u2q of two
membranes that cannot penetrate each other and the force acting from the lower membrane onto
the upper one represented by the Lagrange multiplier λ. We denote by µ1 ą 0 and µ2 ą 0 the

tension of the membranes and pf1, f2q P
`

L2pΩq
˘2

represents the surfacic forces acting on them.
The system of PDE’s modelling the contact between these two membranes is the following:

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

´µ1∆u1 ´ λ “ f1 in Ω,
´µ2∆u2 ` λ “ f2 in Ω,
u1 ´ u2 ě 0, λ ě 0, pu1 ´ u2qλ “ 0 in Ω,
u1 “ g1, u2 “ g2 on BΩ,

(41)

where g1 and g2 are Dirichlet boundary data fulfilling g1 ě g2 on BΩ.

4.2 Weak formulation

The problem (41) is equivalent to (1) with Kg :“ tv :“ pv1, v2q P H
1
g1pΩq ˆH

1
g2pΩq s.t. v1´ v2 ě

0 a.e in Ωu where H1
gαpΩq :“ tv P H1pΩq s.t. v|BΩ “ gαu and with the bilinear and linear forms

defined by

apv,wq :“
2
ÿ

α“1

µαp∇vα,∇wαqΩ, `pwq :“
2
ÿ

α“1

pfα, wαqΩ, @v,w P pH1pΩqq2.

As presented in Section 2, we are interested in discretizing the mixed problem (8) with V :“

pH1
0 pΩqq

2, V g :“ H1
g1pΩq ˆ H1

g2pΩq,
rΛ :“ H1pΩq, Λ :“ tχ P H1pΩq s.t. χ ě 0 a.e. in Ωu, pΛ

defined by (7) and Ψ :“ 0. Moreover, the bilinear form b is defined by

bpv, χq :“ xχ, v1 ´ v2ypH1pΩqq1,H1pΩq, @χ P pH1pΩqq1, @v P pH1pΩqq2.

We propose to follow Sections 2 and 3 to discretize this problem using a finite element method
(FEM), a discontinuous Galerkin (dG) method, and a hybrid high-order method (HHO). As a
consequence of Theorem 2, all these discrete formulations are well-posed.

4.3 Discrete setting

Let Th be a conforming simplicial mesh of Ω, i.e Th is a set of triangles verifying
Ť

KPTh K “ Ω,
where the intersection of the closure of two elements of Th is either an empty set, a vertex, or an
edge. The number of elements composing the mesh Th is denoted by NT . We denote by Eh the
set of mesh edges and by NE its cardinality.
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Let S Ă Ω, we denote by hS the diameter of S. Moreover, we set h :“ maxKPTh hK and for
all p ě 0, we denote by PppSq the set of polynomials of total degree at most p on S.

Furthermore, we denote by Vp the set of the Lagrange nodes xl and by Np its cardinality.
The interior nodes are collected in the set V int

p (with N int
p its cardinality) and the boundary ones

are collected in the set Vext
p . The nodes of an element K P Th are collected in the set VK and we

denote respectively by V int
K and Vext

K the set of the Lagrange nodes in K X Ω and in K X BΩ.
For all the numerical schemes that we propose, we discretize the bilinear form a with a

classical discretization of the Laplace problem and the bilinear form b is discretized using the
usual L2-scalar product of Ω. That way, we expect to get consistant schemes.

4.4 Finite element method

In this section, for p ě 1, we consider continuous piecewise Pp-polynomial functions. We intro-
duce the finite element spaces

rΛh :“
 

vh P C0pΩq s.t. vh|K P PppKq @K P Th
(

, rVh :“ prΛhq
2, Vh :“ rVh X pH

1
0 pΩqq

2,

V gh :“
2
ź

α“1

V gαh , V gαh :“
 

vh P C0pΩq s.t. vh|K P PppKq @K P Th, vh|BΩ “ gα
(

.

Note that here we abuse the notation by writing gα instead of gαh. We define the Lagrange basis
function Γl P rΛh associated to the Lagrange node xl P Vp by Γlpxkq :“ δkl. We also define the
discrete nonempty closed convex sets

Kgh :“
 

vh :“ pv1h, v2hq P V
g
h , pv1h ´ v2hq pxlq ě 0 @xl P V int

p

(

,

Λh :“
!

vh P rΛh s.t. vhpxlq ě 0 @xl P V int
p

)

,

pΛh :“
!

vh P rΛh s.t. pvh,ΓlqΩ ě 0 @xl P V int
p , pvh,ΓlqΩ “ 0 @xl P Vext

p

)

.

Note that Kgh Ă Kg when p “ 1 and Kgh Ć Kg when p ě 2. However, Λh Ć Λ for all p ě 1 since
there exists χh P Λh with χhpxlq ă 0 for some xl P Vext

p . We define

ahpvh,whq :“
2
ÿ

α“1

µα p∇vαh,∇wαhqΩ , `hpvhq :“
2
ÿ

α“1

pfα, vαhqΩ , @vh,wh P rVh.

Note that ah is coercive on Vh ˆ Vh. We then consider the mixed problem (18) with

bhpwh, ζhq :“ pw1h ´ w2h, ζhqΩ, @wh P rVh, @ζh P rΛh.

This discretization method has already been studied in [25] in the context of a posteriori esti-
mates. The framework of Section 2 applies here with m5 :“ Np and 2m‹ “ m# “ 2N int

p . The
linear problem with complementarity constraints that we solve is (27) with

E :“

„

µ1S 0 ´Id
0 µ2S Id



, F :“ rF1,F2s , Xh :“
“

Xa
1h,X

b
2h,X3h

‰

. (42)

Here, S P Rm‹,m‹ is the finite element stiffness matrix defined by Sl,k :“ p∇Γl,∇ΓkqΩ, @1 ď k, l ď

m‹, and Fα P Rm‹ , α P t1, 2u, is defined by pFαql :“ pfα,ΓlqΩ ´ µα p∇gα,∇ΓlqΩ @1 ď l ď m‹.
The vectors Xa

1h, Xb
2h and X3h are the coordinates (up to liftings) of u1h, u2h in the basis

pΓlq1ďlďm‹ and of λh in pξlq1ďlďm‹ . The complementarity constraints read

Xa
1h ´Xb

2h ě 0, X3h ě 0,
`

Xa
1h ´Xb

2h

˘

¨X3h “ 0. (43)
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Any C-function can be employed to transform the complementarity constraints (43) onto a system
of algebraic equalities. In the sequel, we employ Algorithm 1 with the min C-function to compute
the solution of the nonlinear discrete problem. We expect to get a p convergence rate in energy
norm.

4.5 Discontinuous Galerkin method

In this section, we consider the discontinuous Galerkin method for problem (41). The discontin-
uous Galerkin spaces corresponding to Section 2 are defined by

rΛh :“
 

vh P L
2pΩq s.t. vh|K P PppKq @K P Th

(

Ć rΛ,

rVh :“
 

vh :“ pv1h, v2hq P pL
2pΩqq2 s.t. vh|K P pPppKqq2 @K P Th

(

Ć rV ,

Vh :“
!

vh P rVh s.t. vh “ 0 on BΩ
)

Ć V,

V gh :“
2
ź

α“1

V gαh Ć V g, V gαh :“ tvh P L
2pΩq s.t. vh|K P PppKq @K P Th and vh “ gα on BΩu.

The discrete convex sets are defined by

Λh :“
!

vh P rΛh s.t. vh|Kpxlq ě 0 @xl P V int
K and @K P Th

)

Ć Λ,

Kgh :“
 

vh :“ pv1h, v2hq P V
g
h s.t. pv1h ´ v2hq |Kpxlq ě 0 @xl P V int

K @K P Th
(

Ć Kg,

pΛh :“

"

vh P rΛh s.t. pvh|K ,Γl|KqK ě 0 @K P Th, @xl P V int
K ,

and pvh|K ,Γl|KqK “ 0 @K P Th @xl P Vext
K

*

,

where here, for m5 :“ 1
2 pp`1qpp`2qNT , pΓlq1ďlďm5 is the basis of rΛh such that for all l P r1,m5s,

there exists K P Th such that the support of Γl is in K and Γl takes value one at one Lagrange
node of K and zero at the other Lagrange nodes.

Let us define for all vh,wh in rVh the bilinear form:

ahpvh,whq :“
2
ÿ

α“1

µαAhpvαh, wαhq, Ahpvαh, wαhq :“
ÿ

KPTh

p∇vαh,∇wαhqK ` δhpvαh, wαhq.

Here, several choices are possible for the bilinear form δh in order to enforce Ah to be coercive.
We mention the SIPG method [45, 46]: for all vh P rΛh and wh P rΛh,

δhpvh, whq :“ ´
ÿ

FPEh

ptt∇whuuF JvhKF ` tt∇vhuuF JwhKF , 1qF `
ÿ

FPEh

γ

hF
pJwhKF , JvhKF qF , (44)

and the NIPG method [47]: for all vh P rΛh and wh P rΛh,

δhpvh, whq :“ ´
ÿ

FPEh

ptt∇whuuF JvhKF ´ tt∇vhuuF JwhKF , 1qF `
ÿ

FPEh

γ

hF
pJwhKF , JvhKF qF , (45)

where JvhKF and ttvhuuF denotes respectively the jump and the mean value of vh across F P Eh.
For edges on the boundary, these values will both be taken as vh. Note that in the SIPG method,
the parameter γ ą 0 has to be large enough to enforce the coercivity of Ah, see [46, Lemma
4.12], while it can be taken arbitrarily in the NIPG method.
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Next, we define the continuous linear form `h by

`hpwhq :“
2
ÿ

α“1

ÿ

KPTh

pfα|K , wαh|KqK , @wh P rVh. (46)

We then consider the mixed problem (18) with

bhpwh, ζhq :“
ÿ

KPTh

pw1h|K ´ w2h|K , ζh|KqK , @wh P rVh, @ζh P rΛh. (47)

Following Section 2, we solve (27) with

E :“

„

µ1S 0 ´Id
0 µ2S Id



, F :“ rF1,F2s , Xh :“
“

Xa
1h,X

b
2h,X3h

‰

.

Here, m‹ is the number of internal DOFs and S P Rm‹,m‹ with Sl,k :“ AhpΓk,Γlq and pFαql :“
ř

KPThpfα,ΓlqK ´ µαAhpgαh,Γlq. The complementarity constraints are this time given by

Xa
1h|K ´Xb

2h|K ě 0, X3h|K ě 0,
`

Xa
1h|K ´Xb

2h|K
˘

¨X3h|K “ 0, @K P Th, (48)

where Xa
1h|K , Xb

2h|K and X3h|K denote the coordinates of respectively u1h|K , u2h|K and λh|K
in the element K P Th. We expect to get a p convergence rate in energy norm.

4.6 Hybrid high-order method

The hybrid high-order method (HHO) has been recently introduced in [48, 49]. It is closely
related to hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) and to nonconforming virtual element
methods (ncVEM) [50]. As other discontinuous skeletal methods, the unknowns are polynomial
functions attached to the cells and the edges of the mesh. The polynomials attached to the edges
are independent and do not necessarily correspond to the traces of the cell polynomials.

The polynomials attached to the cells can be eliminated through a static condensation pro-
cedure (see Section 4.7 below). The size of the linear system that is solved is then equal to
the number of edge unknowns. The cell unknowns can finally be recovered by local solves in a
post-processing step. For high-order polynomials, we expect this method to have fewer degrees
of freedom than more classical methods such as FEM.

A HHO method for a contact problem has already been proposed in [21]. The constraint
was that the mean value of Φhpuhq over each cell had to be nonnegative. In our approach, the
constraint is expressed nodewise.

We present in this section, the HHO method without the static condensation procedure that
is treated in Section 4.7. For p ě 1, the displacement of each membrane is represented by a Pp-
polynomial function in every cell K P Th and a Pp´1-polynomial function on every edge F P Eh.
We introduce the following space

Ûh :“
ź

KPTh

PppKq ˆ
ź

FPEh

Pp´1pF q, (49)

and for K P Th, its local analogue

ÛK :“ PppKq ˆ
ź

FPEK

Pp´1pF q,
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Figure 1: Representation of the degrees of freedom of ÛK . The cell DOFs are in blue, the edges
DOFs are in red.

that contains the polynomials attached to the cell K and its surronding edges (the corresponding
degrees of freedom are represented in Figure 1). We denoted by EK :“ tF P Eh s.t. F Ă BKu the
set of edges surronding K.

As usual for HHO methods, for all K P Th, an element v̂K of ÛK has a polynomial component
attached to the cell K that we denote by vK and a polynomial component attached to every
edge surronding K that we denote by vBK :“ pvF qFPEK . In a similar way, for every element v̂h
of Ûh, we denote by vK the polynomial function attached to K P Th and by vBK :“ pvF qFPEK
the polynomial functions attached to the surronding edges of K and v̂K :“ pvK , vBKq.

We introduce the following vector spaces

rVh :“
´

Ûh

¯2

, Vh :“
!

vh P rVh s.t. vh|BΩ “ 0
)

and V gh :“
!

vh P rVh s.t. vh|BΩ “ g
)

,

where here vh|BΩ stands for the polynomials attached to the faces composing BΩ. For vh P rVh,
we denote by v̂1h, v̂2h P Ûh the components of vh, i.e. vh :“ pv̂1h, v̂2hq.

The Lagrange multiplier is represented by a Pp-polynomial function in every cell K P Th, so
that

rΛh :“
ź

KPTh

PppKq. (50)

For all χh of rΛh, we denote by χK the polynomial of χh attached to the cell K P Th.
We define in every cell K P Th a gradient reconstruction operator GK : ÛK Ñ PppK;R2q

such that

pGKpv̂Kq,qqK :“ p∇vK ,qqK `
ÿ

FPEK

pvF ´ vK ,q ¨ nKqF , @v̂K P ÛK , @q P PppK;R2q,

where PppK;R2q denotes the set of vector-valued polynomials of degree at most p and nK is the
outward unit normal vector to the element K. This gradient reconstruction takes into account
the value of the polynomials attached to the cell K and to the surrounding edges. Moreover it
approximates the continuous gradient at optimal rate, see for instance [51, Lemma 8] for a proof
in the context of unfitted meshes.

We consider problem (18) with the linear and bilinear forms defined such that for all vh,wh P

rVh and all χh P rΛh,

ahpvh,whq :“
2
ÿ

α“1

µαAhpv̂αh, ŵαhq,
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`hpwhq :“
ÿ

KPTh

2
ÿ

α“1

pfα, wαKqK , bhpwh, χhq :“
ÿ

KPTh

pw1K ´ w2K , χKqK ,

where for all v̂h, ŵh P Ûh

Ahpv̂h, ŵhq :“
ÿ

KPTh

´

pGKpv̂Kq,GKpŵKqqK ` h
´1
K

ÿ

FPEK

´

Πp´1
F pvK ´ vF q, wK ´ wF

¯

F

¯

,

where Πp´1
F is the L2-projector onto Pp´1pF q. A proof of the coercivity of ah can be found for

instance in [51, Corollary 7] in the context of unfitted meshes.
Note that in the present approach, we choose to impose the complementarity constraints on

the cell unknowns only (we do not impose constraints on the polynomials attached to the edges),
so that Φh : pÛhq

2 Ñ
ś

KPTh PppKq is defined by

Φhpvhq|K :“ v1K ´ v2K , @K P Th, @vh P rVh.

The nonempty closed convex set is then

Kgh :“ tvh P V
g
h s.t. v1Kpxlq ´ v2Kpxlq ě 0 @K P Th, @xl P VKu,

and we have

Λh :“
!

vh P rΛh s.t. vh|Kpxlq ě 0 @xl P VK and @K P Th
)

Ć Λ,

pΛh :“
!

vh P rΛh s.t. pvh|K ,Γl|KqK ě 0 @K P Th, @xl P VK
)

,

where pΓlq1ďlďmc is the basis defined in Section 4.5. Here, we have denoted by mc :“ m‹ “
1
2 pp` 1qpp` 2qNT the number of basis functions attached to the cells.

According to the definitions (49) and (50), we can complete the basis of cell functions

pΓlq1ďlďmC (basis of rΛh) with a basis of edge functions pβlq1ďlďmF to get a basis of Ûh, where

mF :“ N int
E p with N int

E the number of internal edges. We then solve problem (27) with

E :“

»

—

—

–

µ1SCC µ1SCF 0 0 ´Id
µ1SFC µ1SFF 0 0 0

0 0 µ2SCC µ2SCF Id
0 0 µ2SFC µ2SFF 0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, F :“

»

—

—

–

F1

0
F2

0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, Xh :“

»

—

—

—

—

–

Xa
C

Xa
F

Xb
C

Xb
F

X3h

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

Here, the matrices SCC P Rmc,mc , SCF P Rmc,mF , SFC P RmF ,mc , and SFF P RmF ,mF are defined
by

pSCCql,k :“ AhpΓk,Γlq, @1 ď l, k ď mc,

pSCF ql,k :“ Ahpβk,Γlq, @1 ď l ď mc, @1 ď k ď mF ,

pSFCql,k :“ AhpΓk, βlq, @1 ď l ď mF , @1 ď k ď mc,

pSFF ql,k :“ Ahpβk, βlq, @1 ď l, k ď mF .

Moreover, the right-hand side Fα P Rmc is defined by pFαql :“ pfα,ΓlqΩ @1 ď l ď mc. The
unknown vector Xh P R3mc`2mF is composed of the cell DOFs and edge DOFs of the first
displacement denoted by Xa

C P Rmc and Xa
F P RmF , the cell DOFs and edge DOFs of the

second displacement denoted by Xb
C P Rmc and Xb

F P RmF , and the cell DOFS of the Lagrange
multiplier denoted by X3h P Rmc . The complementarity constraints are given by (48). We
expect to get a convergence rate of order p in energy norm.
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Remark 4.1. The discrete displacements û1h and û2h have cell and edge degrees of freedom
contrary to the discrete Lagrange multiplier λh which only has cell degrees of freedom. We tested
numerically a similar discretization with constraints on the edge unknowns then generating also
edge degrees of freedom for the Lagrange multiplier. We observed similar results but involving a
larger linear system.

4.7 Static condensation for skeletal methods

We describe in this section the static condensation procedure used to speed up skeletal methods
such as HHO. In this procedure, we first rewrite the linear system as a system involving the
edge unknowns only. Then, we recover the cell unknowns by means of local solves. For the sake
of clarity, we first present how the cell unknowns can be recovered and then we give the linear
problem fulfilled by the edge unknowns. This procedure is summed up in Algorithm 2. Note
that a preprocessing step is needed before every semismooth Newton iteration. In this section,
we treat only the min C-function as we proved its convergence properties in Section 3.2.

Let k ě 1 be a semismooth Newton step and let Xk´1
h P R3mc`2mF be the associated solution

(computed e.g. by Algorithm 1). For every cell K P Th, if we are given the solution attached to
the surronding edges, then we are able to recover the solution attached to K. More precisely,
let Xk´1

K :“ rXk´1
1K ,Xk´1

2K ,Xk´1
3K s P R3 dimpPppKqq be the components of the solution attached

to K representing respectively uk´1
1K , uk´1

2K and λk´1
K in PppKq (at Newton step k ´ 1) and let

Xk
BK P R2ˆ3 dimpPp´1pF qq be the components of ukBK :“ puk1 |BK , u

k
2 |BKq the solution attached to

the surrounding edges at the semismooth Newton step k. Then, knowing Xk
BK and Xk´1

K we
can recover the local cell unknowns Xk

K :“ rXk
1K Xk

2K Xk
3Ks by solving the local problem: Find

Xk
K P R3 dimpPppKqq such that

Jk´1
K Xk

K “ Bk
K , (51)

where the matrix Jk´1
K P R3 dimpPppKqq,3 dimpPppKqq is the local contribution to the generalized

jacobian Jk´1 (see (32)), i.e.

Jk´1
K :“

»

–

µ1SKK 0 ´Id
0 µ2SKK `Id
C1K C2K C3K

fi

fl , Bk
K :“

»

–

F1K ´ µ1SKFXk
1BK

F2K ´ µ2SKFXk
2BK

0

fi

fl . (52)

For l ě 1 and K P Th, let us denote by Kl the global index associated to the lth basis function
attached to K. We also denote by Fl the global index corresponding to the lth basis function
attached to BK. The last line-block rC1K ,C2K ,C3Ks P RdimpPppKqq,3 dimpPppKqq of matrix Jk´1

K is

the local version of JCpX
k´1q defined in Section 3.2, i.e. if

`

uk´1
1K ´ uk´1

2K

˘

pxKlq ď λk´1
K pxKlq

the lth line of rC1K ,C2K ,C3Ks is defined by the lth line of the block matrix rId,´Id,0s P
RdimpPppKqq,3 dimpPppKqq and if

`

uk´1
1K ´ uk´1

2K

˘

pxKlq ą λk´1
K pxKlq the lth line of rC1K ,C2K ,C3Ks

is defined by the lth line of the block matrix r0,0, Ids P RdimpPppKqq,3 dimpPppKqq. Furthermore,

rSKKsl,l1 :“ AhpΓKl1 ,ΓKlq, @1 ď l, l1 ď dimpPppKqq,

rSKF sl,l1 :“ AhpβFl1 ,ΓKlq, @1 ď l ď dimpPppKqq, @1 ď l1 ď 3 dimpPp´1pF qq,

and FαK denotes the components of Fα associated to K P Th. In the previous expressions, we
have used pΓlq the basis of functions attached to the cells and pβlq the basis of functions attached
to the edges.

Remark 4.2. The problem (51) actually corresponds to a local contact problem between two
membranes : given the value of the displacements of the two membranes on the edges composing
BK, we solve the contact problem inside the cell K.
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In a similar way to the proof of Theorem 5, we can prove that problem (51) admits a unique
solution Xk

K P R3 dimpPppKqq and then

Xk
K “

“

Jk´1
K

‰´1
Bk
K , (53)

where

“

Jk´1
K

‰´1
“:

»

–

Dk´1
11 Dk´1

12 Dk´1
13

Dk´1
21 Dk´1

22 Dk´1
23

Dk´1
31 Dk´1

32 Dk´1
33

fi

fl .

Here, the matrices Dk´1
αγ P RdimpPppKqq,dimpPppKqq, α, γ P t1, 2, 3u are identified from the numerical

computation of
“

Jk´1
K

‰´1
. Now, let us present the problem satisfied by the edge unknowns. Let

us denote by Xk
hF P R2mF the coordinates of all the polynomial unknowns attached to the edges

(at the semismooth Newton step k ě 1). These coordinates can be computed by solving the
following problem: Find Xk

hF :“ rXk
a ,X

k
b s P R2mF such that

«

rAk´1
11

rAk´1
12

rAk´1
21

rAk´1
22

ff

„

Xk
a

Xk
b



“

«

rF k´1
1
rF k´1
2

ff

, (54)

where for α, γ P t1, 2u, rAk´1
αγ P RmF ,mF and rF k´1

α P RmF are defined by

rrAk´1
αγ si,j :“ δαγµαrSFF si,j `

ÿ

KPTh

”

´ µαµγSFKDk´1
αγ SKF

ı

F̃i,F̃j
, (55)

r rF k´1
α si :“

ÿ

KPTh

”

´ µαSFKpDk´1
α1 F1K ` Dk´1

α2 F2Kq

ı

F̃i
, (56)

where rSFF si,j :“ Ahpβj , βiq and pSFKqi,j :“ AhpΓKj , βFiq. Here, we denoted by F̃i the local
edge index associated to βi. If i is not associated to a basis function in BK then we set r¨sF̃i “ 0.

Observe that constructing the matrices rAk´1
αγ follows an assembling. For every K P Th, we

compute the local contribution corresponding to the terms inside the brackets in (55)–(56) and
we add it to the global contributions provided by the matrix SFF . The resulting stencil couples
unknowns attached to neighboring edges (in the sense of cells).

The semismooth Newton algorithm with static condensation consists first in solving the global
problem (54) in order to find the degrees of freedom attached to the edges of the mesh and then
solve for every K P Th the local problem (51) to find the unknowns attached to the cells. We
sum up these stages in Algorihm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Newton-min algorithm with static condensation

1. Choose an initial vector X0
h :“

“

X0
hC ,X

0
hF

‰

P R3mc`2mF and set k “ 1.
2. Let εlin ą 0 be a fixed parameter. Consider the C-function min of (30).

while

›

›

›

›

ˆ

F ´ EXk´1
h

CpXk´1
h q

˙
›

›

›

›

2

ě εlin

›

›

›

›

ˆ

F ´ EX0
h

CpX0
hq

˙
›

›

›

›

2

do

3. For k ě 1, Xk´1
h P R3mC`2mF is given. In every cell K P Th, we compute the local

matrices of (52) and we can identify Dk´1
αγ , 1 ď α, γ ď 3 with (53). We then assemble the

local contributions to get the matrices (55)–(56).
4. We solve the linear problem (54) and get the coordinates Xk

hF P R2mF of the edges
components.
5. For every cell K P Th, we solve the local problem (51) to recover the unknowns attached
to the cells. As in step 2., we build a new vector Xk

h P R3mC`2mF and we test the condition
of the while loop.

end while

Lemma 6. For Xk´1
h P R3mc`2mF given, the vector Xk

h obtained by one Newton-min iteration
of Algorithm 2 coincides with the one obtained by one Newton-min iteration of Algorithm 1.

Proof. Let us denote by Xk
h the solution obtained by Algorithm 1. We can easily show that the

components of Xk
h attached to K are solution to (51) (for all K P Th). Moreover, by injecting (53)

in (54), we show that the components of Xk
h attached to the edges are solution to (54).

We have proved that for every right-hand side, the solution given by Algorithm 1 is solution
to (54) (for its face components) and to (51) (for its cell components). These systems are squared,
then the solution given by Algorithm 2 coincides with the one given by Algorithm 1.

Remark 4.3. Compared to Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 reduces the size of the linear problem
to solve at each iteration of the while loop since only the degrees of freedom attached to the
edges are considered. However, since the matrices Dk´1

αγ depend on the previous state Xk´1
K , the

matrices (55)–(56) have to be (at least partially) assembled at every step of the while loop. This
increases the assembly time of the method in order to decrease the time required to solve the linear
system. A comparison of those times is made in Section 5 for a sequential code. Note however
that for a parallelized code, it is much easier to distribute the assembly step than the solve of the
linear system.

5 Numerical simulations

This section illustrates numerically our theoretical developments for the contact problem between
two membranes proposed in Section 4. We compare the performances of the finite element method
(see Section 4.4) and the hybrid high-order method (see Sections 4.6–4.7) for the polynomial
degree p P t1, 2, 3, 4u.

The problem is written in the unit square domain Ω :“ p0, 1qˆ p0, 1q. We start the computa-
tion with a coarse mesh T0 containing 64 elements with h0 :“ maxKPT0

hK “ 0.25. We consider
four levels of uniform mesh refinement in the sense that the mesh Tj contains 4j`3 triangles
for j P t1, 2, 3, 4u and that each element of the mesh Tj is partitionned by 4 elements in the
subsequent mesh Tj`1 (see Figure 2).

In Tables 1 and 2, we compare the degrees of freedom for FEM and HHO. The ones of HHO
are considered with and without static condensation. We observe that the HHO method needs
the static condensation procedure to be competitive with FEM. Moreover, for low orders, FEM
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Figure 2: Left: coarse mesh T0 containing 64 elements with h0 “ 0.25. Middle: first refined
mesh T1 containing 256 elements with h1 “ 0.125. Right: second refined mesh T2 containing
1024 elements with h2 “ 0.0625.

Mesh
Number of mesh

elements
mesh size

h
P1

DOFs
P2

DOFs
P3

DOFs
P4

DOFs
T0 64 0.25 75 339 795 1443
T1 256 0.125 339 1443 3315 5955
T2 1024 0.0625 1443 5955 13539 24195
T3 4096 0.03125 5955 24195 54723 97539
T4 16384 0.015625 24195 97539 220035 391683

Table 1: Number of DOFs for the finite element discretization (FEM).

P1 DOFs P2 DOFs P3 DOFs P4 DOFs
Mesh no SC SC no SC SC no SC SC no SC SC
T0 752 176 1504 352 2448 528 3584 704
T1 3040 736 6080 1472 9888 2208 14464 2944
T2 12224 3008 24448 6016 39744 9024 58112 12032
T3 49024 12160 98048 24320 159360 36480 232960 48640
T4 196352 48896 392704 97792 638208 146688 932864 195584

Table 2: Number of DOFs for the HHO method with static condensation (SC) and no static
condensation (no SC).
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behaves better than HHO. On the contrary, for high order, the HHO method requires fewer
degrees of freedom compared to FEM.

A first test case with a very regular solution and Lagrange multiplier aims at estimating
the maximum convergence rate of the method. Since in practice the solutions associated to
contact problems are not smooth, we consider a second test case with a discontinuous Lagrange
multiplier.

5.1 First test case

We propose an analytical solution to problem (41) given by

u1prq :“ ´u2prq :“

#

pr2 ´R2qN if r ě R,

0 otherwise,

λprq :“

#

0 if r ě R,

1000r3pR2 ´ r2q3 otherwise,

where r :“
a

px´ 0.5q2 ` py ´ 0.5q2 is the distance to the center of the domain, R :“ 1{3 is the
radius of the disk where contact occurs, and the parameter N is chosen as N :“ 6 to provide a
smooth solution. This solution is associated to the right-hand sides f1 and f2 defined by

f1prq :“ ´f2prq :“

#

´4Npr2 ´R2qN´2pNr2 ´R2q if r ě R,

´1000r3pR2 ´ r2q3 otherwise.

We set µ1 :“ µ2 :“ 1 for the sake of simplicity and we employ the semismooth Newton lineariza-
tion of Section 3 with the min function (30) and a tolerance given by εlin “ 10´12. The solution
to the HHO method is obtained using Algorithm 2. For both schemes, the errors are reported
in the energy norm

|}u´ uh}|Ω :“

˜

ÿ

KPTh

µ1 }∇pu1 ´ u1Kq}
2
L2pKq ` µ2 }∇pu2 ´ u2Kq}

2
L2pKq

¸
1
2

, (57)

i.e. we use only the gradients of the cell unknowns.
Figure 3 displays the behavior of the solution when the Newton-min solver has converged

and when the P2 FEM discretization is employed. We observe from the shape of the Lagrange
multiplier λh a contact zone for the two membranes in the area r ď 1

3 . Furthermore, even
at convergence, λh ă 0 can occur with quadratic FEM, where small undershoots take place
(see Figure 4). In fact this phenomenon occurs for all p ě 2. Note that in Figure 4, we have
represented the function λneg

h :“ minpλh, 0q at all Lagrange nodes for a better understanding.
The discrete Lagrange multiplier λh is nonnegative everywhere (here λneg

h “ 0) only when p “ 1.

We report in Figure 5 the required number of Newton-min iterations needed to reach conver-
gence. We observe that this number increases when the number of mesh elements is increased.
Furthermore, we observe that the HHO method with static condensation is less expensive in
terms of Newton-min iterations than the FEM method with a gain factor roughly equal to 2.

Figure 6 displays the shape of the energy norm |||u´ uh|||Ω as a function of the refinement
level. We get optimal convergence rate (i.e. roughly p) for p P t1, 2, 3u. For p “ 4 we observe a
slower convergence rate (about 1) for the two schemes. This can be explained by the fact that
the discrete convex set Kgh is nonconforming with its continuous analogue Kg. A full a priori
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Figure 3: Solution at convergence for P2 FEM and mesh T3. Left: position of the membranes
pu1h, u2hq. Right: discrete Lagrange multiplier (λh).

Figure 4: Negative part of the Lagrange multiplier for FEM P2. Left: mesh T2. Right: mesh T3.
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Figure 5: Number of Newton-min iterations for each refinement level. Left: FEM method. Right:
HHO method.
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Figure 6: Energy norm error for each refinement level. Left: FEM method. Right: HHO method.

Mesh HHO (no SC) HHO (SC)

assembly linear solve total assembly linear solve total
T0 2.87 0.40 3.27 3.09 0.086 3.18
T1 12.0 2.39 14.4 12.5 0.58 13.1
T2 76.9 19.4 96.3 73.6 4.26 77.9
T3 424 103 527 445 30 475
T4 2940 739 3679 2945 213 3158

Table 3: Computation time for HHO (in seconds) for p “ 3 with static condensation (SC) and
without static condensation (no SC).

analysis including consistency is required to have a better understanding of this problem. It will
be explored in a future work.

The static condensation procedure is an important element of the HHO method. By using
it, we expect to save some computation time. In Table 3, we report the assembly and solve time
used by the HHO method. We consider CPU times with and without static condensation. The
assembly time includes the computation of all the matrices of Sections 4.6–4.7 and the solve time
includes all the time spent to solve the linear systems. We observe that the static condensation
procedure drastically diminishes the time needed to solve the linear systems especially for refined
meshes. Moreover, the overcost needed to compute the matrices (55)–(56) is negligible. We then
recommand in practice the use of static condensation.

5.2 A test case with a jump for the multiplier

In practice, the Lagrange multiplier often presents discontinuities. In this second test case, we
depict the lack of efficiency of high-order methods in such situations. We consider the following
analytical solution,

u1prq :“

#

0 if r ď R,

pr2 ´R2q2 if r ą R,
u2prq :“ 0, λprq :“

#

2 if r ď R,

0 if r ą R,
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Figure 7: Solution at convergence for P2 FEM and mesh T3. Left: position of the membranes
pu1h, u2hq. Right: discrete Lagrange multiplier pλhq.
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Figure 8: Number of Newton-min iterations for each refinement level. Left: FEM method. Right:
HHO method.

where r2 :“ px ´ 0.5q2 ` py ´ 0.5q2. This triple is the solution of (41) for the data f1 and f2

given by

f1prq :“

#

´8R2 if r ď R,

8R2 ´ 16r2 if r ą R,
f2prq :“

#

8R2 if r ď R,

0 if r ą R.

Once more, we use µ1 :“ µ2 :“ 1, εlin :“ 10´12 and R :“ 1{3. In Figure 7 we represent the
shape of the discrete solution for the P2 FEM discretization and for the mesh T3. This time, we
obtain a nonnegative discrete Lagrange multiplier λh in the domain Ω and a contact zone in the
area r ď R.

The number of required Newton-min iterations to reach convergence is reported in Figure 8.
We observe that the HHO resolution with static condensation is faster than the classical FEM
resolution and the gain factor in terms of Newton-min iterations is roughly equal to 2.5.

We reported in Figure 9 the energy error of the two schemes. For p “ 1, we observe similar
results than the ones obtained in Section 5.1. For p “ 2, 3, the solution converges with a reduced
rate (about 1.5). This is a consequence of the fact that the solution is less regular compared
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Figure 9: Energy norm error for each refinement level. Left: FEM method. Right: HHO method.

with the one used in Section 5.1. For p “ 4, the method converges with a rate equal to 1 which
agrees with the results of Section 5.1.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we presented a unified framework to study the numerical approximation of sev-
eral variational inequalities. We proposed to discretize a mixed formulation associated to this
framework and to use a semismooth Newton algorithm to solve the arising nonlinear system. We
proved local convergence properties for this algorithm.

This framework was then applied to compare the behavior of the finite element method
(FEM) and the hybrid high-order (HHO) method on the elliptic contact problem between two
membranes. A static condensation procedure was given to reduce the size of the system arising
for HHO. We considered two test cases: one with a very smooth reference solution and another
more realistic with a discontinuous Lagrange multiplier. We observed that the HHO method is
faster in terms of semismooth Newton iterations and that the scheme converges with optimal
rate for orders p “ 1, 2, 3 but not for order p “ 4 even for smooth solutions. This can be due to
the nonconforming cones we considered. We think that the HHO method is a viable alternative
to FEM if static condensation is used.
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